DENTAL X-RAY FILM MOUNTS

Veterinarians are increasingly using specific dental x-ray machines. A dental x-ray unit uses very small dental film and requires multiple film pieces. This small film is difficult to store and catalog correctly. The dental film mounts help solve this problem.

Universal film mounts:
- Fit all sizes of dental film
- Are best for viewing, storage, or mailing
- Have non-glare clear plastic film

Handy white tabs are used for identification of the patient and doctor. Available in three different configurations.

J-977 handy dispenser box containing 1,000 mounts or 500 pairs in vertical side-by-side format. You tear off as many as needed.

J-977a dual horizontal film mounts side-by-side, 100pk of pairs

J-977b quad film mount, four mounts in a horizontal row, 100pk of fours

J-977v Pocket size dental x-ray viewer. This small viewer works great for small dental film. Measures 6” x 6.25” x 0.5” and uses 110v AC current. The light closely mimics natural light for optimal viewing.

How do you store film without JorVet film mounts?